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Abstract  16 
Visual processing in cortex relies on feedback projections contextualising feedforward information flow. 17 
Primary visual cortex (V1) has small receptive fields and processes feedforward information at a fine-18 
grained spatial scale, whereas higher visual areas have larger, spatially invariant receptive fields. Therefore, 19 
feedback could provide coarse information about the global scene structure or alternatively recover fine-20 
grained structure by targeting small receptive fields in V1. We tested if feedback signals generalise across 21 
different spatial frequencies of feedforward inputs, or if they are tuned to the spatial scale of the visual 22 
scene. Using a partial occlusion paradigm, functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and multivoxel 23 
pattern analysis (MVPA) we investigated whether feedback to V1 contains coarse or fine-grained 24 
information by manipulating the spatial frequency of the scene surround outside an occluded image portion. 25 
We show that feedback transmits both coarse and fine-grained information as it carries information about 26 
both low (LSF) and high spatial frequencies (HSF). Further, feedback signals containing LSF information are 27 
similar to feedback signals containing HSF information, even without a large overlap in spatial frequency 28 
bands of the HSF and LSF scenes. Lastly, we found that feedback carries similar information about the spatial 29 
frequency band across different scenes. We conclude that cortical feedback signals contain information 30 
which generalises across different spatial frequencies of feedforward inputs. 31 
 32 
Keywords:  33 
fMRI 34 
Spatial frequency 35 
Cortical feedback 36 
 V1 37 
 38 
1. Introduction 39 
Visual processing in cortex relies on ascending feedforward projections, descending feedback projections 40 
and intra-areal signals. Top-down feedback signals from higher cortical areas contextualise input from the 41 
bottom-up feedforward stream. Despite the importance of feedback for visual perception, we have much to 42 
discover about the contextual surrounding scene information that is transmitted to neurons in early visual 43 
areas such as primary visual cortex (V1). Primary visual cortex has small receptive fields and therefore has 44 
the capacity to process images at a fine-grained spatial scale. Higher visual areas have larger receptive fields 45 
which are spatially invariant. Therefore, feedback from higher visual areas could provide coarse, spatially 46 
invariant information about the global scene structure. Alternatively, feedback to V1 could contain fine-47 
grained structure by targeting the region’s small receptive fields. 48 
Feedforward visual input is decomposed into different spatial frequency (SF) bands, with low spatial 49 
frequencies (LSFs) conveying coarse information, and high spatial frequencies (HSFs) providing the fine-50 
grained details (e.g. De Valois et al., 1982; Wilson and Bergen, 1979). However, the spatial scale of feedback 51 
signals is less well understood. Do feedback signals generalise across different spatial frequencies of 52 
feedforward inputs, or are they tightly tuned to the spatial scale of the specific visual scene?  53 
An important source of contextual information is global scene representation (Bar, 2004; Oliva and Torralba, 54 
2007). Therefore, feedback may use coarse information carried via LSF. Coarse signals can carry information 55 
about the overall structure of the scene, and this rough draft can help to segment the scene and boost the 56 
recognition process of scene categories or the identification of objects within the scene. Thus it is plausible 57 
that feedback carries information about global scene structure using LSF information (Bar et al., 2006; Oliva 58 
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and Torralba, 2006). Consistent with the hypothesis that LSF information contributes to top-down signals, 59 
studies have shown that LSF information is processed faster than HSF, and can influence perception before 60 
fine-grained information is processed (e.g. Bar, 2003; Bar et al., 2006; Breitmeyer, 2014; Kveraga et al., 61 
2007). Furthermore, top-down feedback originates from neurons with larger receptive fields and diverges to 62 
many finely tuned receptive fields of neurons closer to the entrance level of visual processing. Such a coarse-63 
to-fine projection might carry only information captured in the LSF content.  64 
An alternative hypothesis is that feedback to early visual areas recovers HSF precision. The coarse, abstract 65 
contextual message of higher areas is translated to fine-grained feedback signals within early visual areas. 66 
The Reverse Hierarchy Theory (Ahissar and Hochstein, 2004; Hochstein and Ahissar, 2002) suggests that 67 
feedback to lower areas is necessary to gain precision in perception. Initially a coarse gist of the scene is 68 
processed, but during difficult perceptual tasks top-down processes enable the access of fine-grained low-69 
level features. These “vision with scrutiny” processes focus attention to specific low-level units. In this way, 70 
feedback connections add details to our initial perception of a scene. This suggests that feedback has access 71 
to the most fine-grained information in the lowest areas, as these have the smallest receptive fields coding 72 
for basic features. Therefore, despite originating from large receptive fields, feedback may contain fine-73 
grained information at the level of V1. In addition, global scene structure may also be coded in HSFs (Oliva 74 
and Torralba, 2006; Walther et al., 2011). Feedback contains information about individual scenes as well as 75 
category, suggesting some fine-grained information may remain in feedback (Morgan et al., 2016). 76 
Due to the retinotopic nature of V1, it is possible to investigate voxel information patterns specific to regions 77 
of a visual image. We can study feedback signals by isolating them from the feedforward inputs by partially 78 
occluding the image. The V1 representation of occluded regions of the visual field contains contextual 79 
information (Ban et al., 2013; Shushruth, 2011; Smith and Muckli, 2010; Sugita, 1999) fed back to the 80 
superficial layers (Muckli et al., 2015). Using a partial occlusion paradigm (Smith and Muckli, 2010), 81 
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and multivoxel pattern analysis (MVPA, see Mur et al., 2009; 82 
Norman et al., 2006) we investigated whether feedback to V1 contains coarse or fine-grained information by 83 
manipulating the spatial frequency of the scene surround outside the occluded region.  84 
 85 
2. Materials and Methods 86 
2.1 Subjects 87 
Thirty five subjects from the University of Glasgow participated in the experiment (17 males; mean age: 88 
24.63 years, range: 17 - 42 years). We paid subjects for participation. Subjects provided informed written 89 
consent and the local ethics committee at the University of Glasgow approved the experiment (#CSE01063). 90 
We excluded one subject due to uncorrectable motion artefacts (>1.5mm) and another subject due to 91 
missing visual cortex activation in one run (below threshold). Therefore, we report results from 33 subjects 92 
(16 males; mean age: 24.48 years, range: 17 - 42 years). 93 
2.2 Stimuli 94 
2.2.1 Feedback vs Feedforward condition 95 
To test feedback signals in the absence of feedforward stimulation, we used an occlusion paradigm 96 
previously employed by Smith and Muckli (2010), Muckli et al. (2015) and Morgan et al. (2016). For the 97 
feedback conditions, we occluded the lower right image quadrant with a white rectangle. The white 98 
rectangle spanned 11.6° x 9.2 and we placed it 0.5° of visual angle diagonally from the centre of the scene. 99 
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For ten subjects who saw a different set of images, the occluded region spanned 15.6° x 11.6° visual angle. In 100 
the feedforward conditions, we presented only the corresponding quadrant that was occluded in the 101 
feedback conditions. 102 
Voxels in the occluded region do not receive informative, scene-specific feedforward input (Figure 1E). 103 
However, large surround receptive fields of these voxels capture feedforward information from the 104 
stimulated surround (Smith and Muckli, 2010; Muckli et al., 2015). Thus, voxels in the occluded region 105 
receive information fed back from higher areas; we refer to this condition as ‘feedback’. In the stimulated 106 
quadrant, voxels receive direct feedforward input and feedback triggered by information in the quadrant; for 107 
simplicity we refer to this condition as ‘feedforward’. 108 
2.2.2 Scenes 109 
We aimed to induce contextual associations, which are particularly strong in natural scenes (Bar, 2004). We 110 
used two natural scene images for each participant and varied these across the different experiments to 111 
generalise our results across different images (Figure 1A). Scenes were 600 x 480 px, which corresponded 112 
to 24° x 19.2° visual angle. For five subjects in the Small SF Overlap group (two in 0.65/1.30 cpd; three in 113 
0.81/1.62 cpd) and for five subjects in the Large SF Overlap group (two in 0.81/2.03 cpd; three in 0.97/2.43 114 
cpd), different scenes were used (a classical concert scene and a New York street scene, Figure 1A, bottom 115 
section). These scenes spanned 800 x 600 px, which corresponded to 32° x 24° visual angle. Each scene was 116 
filtered to create a high spatial frequency (HSF) and a low spatial frequency (LSF) version (Figure 1A). In 117 
creating these HSF and LSF scenes, we explored a variety of HSF and LSF cut-offs. Therefore, some 118 
participants viewed HSF and LSF scenes which shared, to various extents, a subset of SFs, whilst others 119 
viewed scenes not sharing any SFs (see Table 1 for SF cut-offs and number of subjects presented with each 120 
combination). We did this to investigate how specific the feedback signals are to the SF band of the surround. 121 
If a large amount of SF information needs to be shared between HSF and LSF version of the scene for HSF 122 
and LSF feedback to be similar, this would suggest that feedback is tightly tuned to the SF band of the 123 
surrounding scene.  124 
Each group of subjects viewed HSF and LSF scenes with either a Small Overlap in their SF bands, a Large 125 
Overlap or no shared SF information (Gap and No Overlap groups). We chose these particular cut-offs as 126 
previous studies have indicated V1 preference for SFs of around 0.68-2 cycles per degree of visual angle 127 
(cpd, Haynes and Rees, 2005; Henriksson et al., 2008; Tong et al., 2012). In the Small Overlap groups, there 128 
was an overlap of 1 octave in the spatial frequency bands. For two Large Overlap groups there was an 129 
overlap of 1.3 octaves. We tried several cut-offs so as not to restrict our results to one particular SF cut-off, 130 
but rather a particular overlap ratio. The Gap group had a “gap” of 1 octave not shared by either stimulus. 131 
The No Overlap group did not have any shared SFs nor a gap. Each subject only saw one HSF-LSF cut-off pair. 132 
Figure 1A shows stimuli for the 0.81/1.62 cpd Small Overlap and the 0.97/2.43 Large Overlap groups. Inline 133 
Supplementary Figure S1 shows the amplitude spectra of each stimulus. 134 
TABLE 1 | Spatial frequency (SF) cut-offs used for each pair of stimuli and the SF overlap groups these 135 
corresponded to. Values are expressed in cycles per degree (cpd). See also Figure 1D. 136 
 High pass 
filter cut-off 
Low pass 
filter cut-off 
SF Overlap 
Pair 1 (n = 4) 1.62 0.81 Gap 
Pair 2 (n = 6) 0.97 0.97 No overlap 
Pair 3 (n = 2) 0.65 1.30 Small 
Pair 4 (n = 10) 0.81 1.62 Small 
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Pair 5 (n = 2) 0.81 2.03 Large 
Pair 6 (n = 9) 0.97 2.43 Large 
 137 
FIGURE 1 138 
 139 
2.2.3 Occluded region mapping 140 
Twice per run, subjects viewed three contrast-reversing checkerboards (5 Hz). The checkerboards either 141 
covered the inner rectangular part of the occluded region (Target mapping – approximately 1.5° diagonally 142 
from fixation, 10.1° x 7.7° visual angle or 14.9° x 10.9° for the ten subjects who saw the larger scenes) or the 143 
border between the lower right quadrant and the rest of the stimulus (Surround mapping). There were two 144 
types of surround stimuli – Near Surround (approximately 0.5° diagonally from fixation, 11.6° x 9.2° visual 145 
angle or 15.6° x 11.6°) and Inside Border (approximately 1.5° diagonally from fixation, 11.6° x 9.2° visual 146 
angle or 2.5° from fixation and 14.2° x 10.2° visual angle for ten subjects) (Figures 1B and 1C). 147 
2.3 Task & procedure 148 
Subjects were familiarised with the unfiltered non-occluded images with a short practice run (non-filtered 149 
non-occluded stimuli shown in a random order 10 times each with a duration of 1 second) prior to entering 150 
the scanner. For visual stimulation, we used MRI compatible goggles (NordicNeuroLab) with 800 x 600 px 151 
screen resolution, which corresponded to 32° x 24° visual angle. The stimulus was a natural visual scene 152 
presented on a grey background. For each subject there were 8 types of trial (2 scenes, high or low SF, 153 
occluded [feedback, FB] or non-occluded [feedforward, FF]). In each 12 s trial the stimulus was flashed on 154 
and off (200 ms on/ 200 ms off) 30 times. For ten subjects who saw the larger images in each 12s trial the 155 
stimulus flashed on and off (200ms on/ 200ms off) 28 times (11.6s + variable fixation to make each trial a 156 
total of 12s to account in uncertainty in timing). This flashing procedure increases the signal to noise ratio 157 
relative to continuous presentation due to more repetitions of stimulation (Kay et al., 2008) and leads to a 158 
larger BOLD response (Boynton et al., 1996). Each different type of trial was presented sequentially, with the 159 
trial order randomized in each sequence of 8 trials. Each sequence lasted 96 s (8 x 12 s). A 12 s fixation 160 
period was included before and after each sequence of trials. Each experimental run lasted 10 min 48 s, 161 
consisting of four trial sequences and two mapping sequences (each sequence consisted of Target and the 162 
two Surrounds). There were four experimental runs in total. The subjects’ task was to fixate on a central 163 
checkerboard and report a fixation colour change with a button press. Subjects pressed a different button, 164 
depending on whether the colour change occurred during scene 1 or scene 2. The purposes of the task were 165 
to ensure that the subject attended the stimuli and to minimize eye movements. 166 
After the experimental runs, we performed a retinotopic mapping procedure to allow us to estimate the 167 
borders of the early visual areas V1-3. The mapping procedure was a standard polar-angle protocol 168 
consisting of either wedge shaped checkerboards arranged in a “bow-tie” or a single wedge which started in 169 
the right horizontal meridian and rotated clockwise (12 rotations per scan, wedge angle: 22.5°, scan time: 13 170 
min 28 s for the single wedge and 7 min 4 s for the bow-tie).  171 
2.4 MRI acquisition 172 
We collected MRI data using a 3T Siemens Tim Trio System with a 12-channel head coil. We measured blood 173 
oxygen level dependent (BOLD) signals with an echo-planar imaging sequence (echo time: 30 ms, repetition 174 
time: 1000 ms, field of view 210 mm, flip angle: 62°, 18 axial slices). The spatial resolution for functional data 175 
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was 3 x 3 x 3 mm. Each experimental run had 648 volumes. Retinotopic mapping consisted of 424 volumes 176 
(bow-tie) or 808 (single wedge). We positioned the 18 slices to maximize coverage of occipital cortex. We 177 
also recorded a high resolution 3D anatomical scan (3D Magnetization Prepared Rapid Gradient Echo, 1 x 1 x 178 
1 mm resolution, 192 volumes). 179 
2.5 MRI data processing 180 
We corrected functional data for the experimental runs and retinotopic mapping runs for slice time (cubic 181 
spline interpolation) and 3D motion (Trilinear/Sinc interpolation), temporally filtered (high-pass filtered at 182 
6 cycles with GLM-Fourier and linearly detrended), and spatially normalized data into Talairach space with 183 
Brain Voyager QX 2.8 (Brain Innovation). Subsequently, we used the anatomical data to create an inflated 184 
cortical surface and functional data were overlaid. 185 
2.6 Voxel selection and analysis 186 
Excessive subject movement between runs is likely to affect correspondence between voxels from one run to 187 
another. This movement could affect our analysis because we selected our region of interest (ROI) based on 188 
the averaged functional data of all 4 runs. To determine whether there was good alignment between 189 
functional data covering the visual areas, we calculated an alignment value for each subject by measuring 190 
Pearson’s correlation in a ROI in the visual cortex between the four functional runs. This was a measure of 191 
anatomical alignment to ensure we did not lose power during statistical analyses 192 
due to poor alignment between the four functional runs that subjects performed. Correlations were 193 
performed in an ROI covering the early visual cortex using intensity values from an anatomical 194 
representation of the first volume of the functional data of every run. High correlations would suggest a 195 
close anatomical alignment between the 4 runs. The median alignment value across the subjects was 98% 196 
and single subject values ranged from 92% to 99%. 197 
For our analysis, we selected voxels in V1 that corresponded to the occluded lower right image quadrant. We 198 
identified this non-feedforward stimulated region of V1 using our checkerboard mapping conditions; we 199 
used a general linear model (GLM) contrast of the Target against the Near Surround, as described previously 200 
in Smith and Muckli (2010). The ROI was selected from activation in V1 only. To further minimize spillover 201 
activity from neighbouring stimulated areas, voxels from the ROI were then selected for analysis based on 202 
the Target t-values being greater than 2, difference between Target and Near Surround t-value being greater 203 
than 2 and the mean t-value for feedback conditions being lower than the mean t-value for the feedforward 204 
conditions. This aimed to exclude voxels responding to the stimulation in the surround. Any voxels 205 
responding to the image surround would be more active in the feedback condition compared to the 206 
feedforward condition, as the surround in the feedforward condition was a grey background. In addition, we 207 
removed any subjects from the subsequent group analyses, who did not have above chance classifier 208 
performance for both of the feedforward conditions. Inability to decode the scenes in the stimulated control 209 
condition may be indicative of subjects not fixating properly, falling asleep, and so on. It would not be 210 
meaningful to assess feedback classifier performance (or lack of) in such cases. This further criterion 211 
removed 4 subjects (2 in Small and 2 in Large Overlap), and we therefore present results for 29 subjects in 212 
the subsequent Results section.  213 
2.7 Controls for MVPA analysis 214 
2.7.1 Analyses with extended boundary around the occluded region 215 
We ran a separate analysis with a more stringent method of voxel selection to further ensure our findings of 216 
scene information in the quadrant were not due to spillover activity from the feedforward surround. We 217 
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selected our region of interest in BrainVoyager using a GLM contrast of Target mapping being higher than 218 
both the Near Surround and the Inside Border. In addition, prior to classification analyses we selected voxels 219 
with t-values fitting the same criteria as described above.  Two further subjects were removed from this 220 
analysis due to not having above threshold activation in V1 using the more conservative ROI definition, 221 
giving a total of 27 participants for this particular analysis. 222 
 223 
2.8 Multivariate Pattern Classification Analysis 224 
We entered voxels matching the above-mentioned criteria into the linear classifier (Support Vector Machine 225 
[SVM], using the LIBSVM toolbox in MATLAB, Chang and Lin, 2001). We trained the classifier to decode the 226 
two scenes in each condition. For cross-classification analyses we trained the classifier on one experimental 227 
condition and tested on the other. The classifier used single-trial activity patterns (beta values) for training, 228 
and was then tested on either “single trial” (8 trials x 4 sequences = 32 separate trials) or “average block” 229 
activity patterns for each of the 8 trial types (average of the 4 repetitions). In other words, for the average 230 
block analysis, the training was the same (single trials of three runs, 32 trials in each run) but the testing was 231 
done on the average per stimulus condition (e.g. HSF Feedback) of the fourth run. For both types of analyses, 232 
we trained the classifier on 3 of the runs and tested on the remaining run (i.e. one-run-out cross-validation). 233 
We used bootstrapping and permutation analysis to get a robust average value out of a small set of 234 
individual values, and to test how well the classifier would perform when the labels are randomly assigned. 235 
There were four classifier performance values for each condition for each subject, as we were able to train 236 
classifier on four different folds - three runs of training and one run to test the classifier. We bootstrapped 237 
(1000 samples) the classifier performances for individual subjects, in order to estimate the single subject 238 
mean. We did not calculate confidence intervals (CIs) for this step. We then bootstrapped (1000 samples) 239 
these individual subject mean values to estimate the group means and confidence intervals (CIs) for each 240 
condition. The CIs covered the middle 95% of the distribution. Classifier performances were deemed to be 241 
significantly above chance (50%) if the 95% CIs did not contain chance-level performance. We computed 242 
differences between group classifier performances via a permutation test (1000 samples) of the differences 243 
between the group means (p values not corrected for multiple comparisons). We shuffled the observed 244 
values across the conditions 1000 times, and calculated the absolute differences between the conditions. If 245 
the actual observed difference was in the top 5% of the differences distribution, then we deemed our 246 
conditions to be significantly different from each other. 247 
3 Results 248 
3.1. Both HSF and LSF scene surrounds induce meaningful feedback 249 
First, we tested whether the spatial frequency filtered surround induced meaningful information in non-250 
stimulated V1. We trained the Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier to decode between the two scenes 251 
using voxel patterns responding to the lower right quadrant. We used SVM classification performance as an 252 
estimate of whether the quadrant contained informative feedback signals about the scene. We present 253 
classifier performance for the single trial analysis in the main manuscript text. We show corresponding 254 
classifier performances for the average block analysis in the Inline Supplementary Figures S2-5. 255 
Collapsing across the different SF cut-off groups, classifier performance for decoding between the two scenes 256 
was above chance for both HSF and LSF scenes, in both feedback and feedforward conditions for the single 257 
trial analysis (Figure 2A; for average block analysis, see Inline Supplementary Figure S2). Decoding during 258 
feedforward (FF) conditions was significantly higher than during feedback (FB) conditions for high spatial 259 
frequency (FF HSF, 78.77%, confidence interval [CI] [0.0463 0.0442] vs FB HSF: 57.97%, CI [0.0431 0.0442], 260 
p < 0.001; and low spatial frequency (FF LSF: 82.76%, CI [0.0442 0.0388] vs FB LSF, ST: 59.49%, CI [0.0366 261 
0.0399], p < 0.001) conditions. There was no difference in classifier performance between HSF and LSF 262 
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conditions, for either the feedback (p = 0.552) or feedforward stimuli (p = 0.225). For these classification 263 
results presented separately for Concert/New York and Car/People stimuli, see Inline Supplementary Figure 264 
S6. 265 
Figure 2B shows the single trial classification performance for decoding between the two scenes in each of 266 
the different cut-offs for HSF and LSF stimuli in the feedback conditions. Figure 2C shows the same for the 267 
feedforward conditions. CIs are not shown for conditions with only one data point. 268 
 269 
 270 
FIGURE 2 271 
 272 
3.2. Similarity of feedback across HSF and LSF stimuli 273 
Secondly, we tested whether the classifier can generalise over spatial frequencies, in other words, decode 274 
between the scenes even when it was trained on HSF and tested on LSF (and vice versa). We trained the 275 
classifier on either the HSF version of the two scenes and tested on LSF, or trained on LSF and tested on HSF. 276 
We performed this analysis for the different Overlap groups, to see how the amount of shared spatial 277 
frequency information between the HSF and LSF version of the scene would affect this generalisation. We 278 
predicted that if feedback is specific to the SF range of the scene surround then the larger the overlap the 279 
better the classifier would perform since there would be more shared information between HSF and LSF. 280 
Alternatively, if feedback is similar across different SF surrounds, then we predicted we would see similar 281 
levels of generalisation across all Overlap groups. 282 
3.2.1 Training on HSF and testing on LSF 283 
In feedforward conditions, classifier performance was above chance for all Overlaps (Figure 3A, right, for 284 
average block analysis, see Inline Supplementary Figure S3). For feedback conditions, classifier performance 285 
was above chance only for the Large Overlap group (Figure 3A, left; Gap 52.34%, CI [0.0781, 0.0547], No 286 
Overlap 54.17%, CI [0.0625 0.0677], Small Overlap 54.06%, CI [0.0406 0.0406] and Large Overlap 58.33%, 287 
CI [0.0764 0.0799]). 288 
We had fewer subjects in the Gap and No Overlap conditions than in the Small and Large Overlap conditions. 289 
To increase statistical power in the Gap and No Overlap conditions, we combined these two groups of 290 
subjects and re-ran our classification analyses. This grouping is conceptually motivated by the hypothesis 291 
that common spatial frequency information is required for successful generalisation across spatial frequency 292 
(i.e. significant cross-classification), and neither of these stimuli had shared spatial frequency information; 293 
therefore we can consider them together. In this new group of “Gap/No Overlap”, we found that cross-294 
classification from HSF to LSF was still at chance level (53.44%, CI [0.0500 0.0500]) and therefore we do not 295 
think our result was due to a lack of power in those groups. We keep the Gap and No Overlap conditions 296 
separate for the remainder of the analyses. 297 
 298 
3.2.2 Training on LSF and testing on HSF 299 
For feedforward conditions, classifier performance was above chance for Gap, Small Overlap and Large 300 
Overlap (Figure 3B, right). For feedback conditions (Figure 3B, left), classifier performance was above 301 
chance for all the Overlap groups (Gap 58.59%, CI [0.0391 0.0313], No Overlap 56.77%, CI [0.0521 0.0521], 302 
Small Overlap 53.44%, CI [0.0313 0.0313], Large Overlap 57.29%, CI [0.0486 0.0590]).  303 
The results show that the classifier can generalise over spatial frequencies. We can train on one spatial 304 
frequency and decode the scenes presented in another spatial frequency. We see that a lot of shared 305 
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information in terms of spatial frequency is not necessary for cross-classification, as we could cross-classify 306 
in the Gap, No Overlap and Small conditions. However, Large Overlap is the only condition that was above 307 
chance for both directions of cross-classification (HSF to LSF, and LSF to HSF), which may suggest that the 308 
classifier generalises better across SF in the presence of more shared information. However, the fact that 309 
cross-classification works in the other conditions (Gap, No Overlap and Small Overlap for LSF to HSF cross-310 
classification), suggests generalisation can still occur without a large amount of shared information.  311 
 312 
FIGURE 3 313 
 314 
3.3. Does feedback carry spatial frequency information not related to a specific scene? 315 
Next, we were interested in what information spatial frequency related feedback is transmitting. Is the 316 
information specific to the scene in question or does feedback carry spatial frequency information that is 317 
similar across different scenes with the same spatial frequency content? In other words, does feedback carry 318 
any information about the spatial frequency of the surround that is not specific to a particular scene? We 319 
trained the classifier to decode between HSF vs LSF on Scene 1 and tested whether it could decode between 320 
HSF vs LSF on Scene 2 (and vice versa). Classifier performance was above chance for both feedback and 321 
feedforward conditions, and for both directions of cross-classification (Figure 4, Scene 1 to Scene 2, 322 
Feedback: 60.78%, CI [0.0323 0.0323], Feedforward: 74.25%, CI [0.0377 0.0409]; Scene 2 to Scene 1, 323 
Feedback: 58.41%, CI [0.0302 0.0269], Feedforward: 71.55%, CI [0.0431 0.0453]; for average block 324 
analaysis, see Inline Supplementary Figure S4). Feedback appears to carry information about high or low 325 
spatial frequency that is similar across different scenes. In other words, there is some degree of similarity 326 
between the information in, for instance, the occluded region of the HSF version of Scene 1 and the occluded 327 
region of the HSF version of Scene 2. 328 
  329 
FIGURE 4 330 
 331 
3.4. Lack of similarity between feedback and corresponding feedforward information 332 
Are feedback signals similar to the corresponding feedforward information? For example, are feedback 333 
signals in the HSF condition similar to the activity pattern relating to the HSF feedforward stimulation, or do 334 
they carry different information? To test feedback and feedforward similarity, we first trained the classifier 335 
to decode between the two scenes on feedback conditions and tested on feedforward conditions (and vice 336 
versa), for both HSF and LSF (Figure 5A; for average block analysis, see Inline Supplementary Figure S5). 337 
Classifier performance was at chance level for both HSF and LSF scenes, and for both directions of cross-338 
classification. This suggests that the information feedback provides in the occluded region is different to the 339 
corresponding feedforward information. Secondly, we trained the classifier to decode HSF vs LSF on 340 
feedback conditions and tested its ability to decode in the feedforward conditions (and vice versa, Figure 341 
5B). Classifier was above chance only for Scene 2 when training on feedback and testing on feedforward 342 
(54.53%, CI [0.0302 0.0345]). 343 
 344 
FIGURE 5 345 
 346 
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3.5 Analyses with more stringent criteria 347 
Analyses using a more conservative method of voxel selection in the occluded region, using both the Near 348 
Surround and the Inner Border mapping (see Methods), led to a similar pattern of results (see Inline 349 
Supplementary Figure S7), suggesting our results are unlikely to be due to “spillover” activation from the 350 
surround feedforward stimulation.  351 
 352 
 353 
4 Discussion 354 
The present study aimed to investigate the spatial frequency information carried by feedback signals to an 355 
occluded region of the visual field in V1. First, we have replicated the findings of Smith and Muckli (2010)   356 
and Muckli et al., (2015), by showing that non-stimulated V1 receives contextual feedback from the 357 
surrounding regions of the scene, and this can occur even with reduced information, in other words, when 358 
the surrounding scene only contains information in certain spatial frequencies. Second, we show that 359 
feedback carries information about both low and high spatial frequencies, suggesting that it transmits both 360 
coarse and fine-grained information, respectively (Figure 2). Third, we found feedback signals containing 361 
LSF information are similar to feedback signals containing HSF information, even without a large overlap in 362 
spatial frequency bands of the LSF and HSF scenes (Figure 3). Fourth, feedback carries similar information 363 
about the spatial frequency band across different scenes (Figure 4). Finally, we demonstrate that the 364 
information in the occluded region does not represent a direct filling-in of the missing feedforward input 365 
(Figure 5). 366 
4.1 Feedback contains both coarse and fine-grained information 367 
We found scene-specific information patterns in the occluded region, with both LSF and HSF surrounds. This 368 
suggests that both LSF and HSF surround information gave rise to meaningful feedback signals. Our results 369 
are in line with the flexible usage hypothesis (Schyns and Oliva, 1997), which proposes that both HSF and 370 
LSF information can be processed first and demands of the task can bias the visual system to attend to the 371 
most informative scale (e.g. Oliva and Schyns, 1997; Schyns and Oliva, 1999, 1994; Sowden et al., 2003). In 372 
addition to theories suggesting LSFs are important for providing contextual information and contribute to 373 
top-down expectations (e.g. Bar, 2003; Bar et al., 2006; Breitmeyer, 2014; Kveraga et al., 2007), we show 374 
that HSF scene information is also sufficient to trigger contextual feedback. It is plausible that LSF is an 375 
important source of contextual information in natural viewing when all spatial scales are available. However, 376 
in our filtered scenes, informative context was presented only in one type of spatial scale. Thus, in the HSF 377 
stimulus, high spatial frequencies were the only informative spatial scale and therefore this spatial scale was 378 
used for top-down context. Walther et al. (2011) found a similarity between brain activity in relation to line 379 
drawings (HSF) and coloured photographs of the same image (full SF spectrum) in several brain regions 380 
including V1, suggesting that impoverished HSF information is sufficient for scene identification. Rajimehr et 381 
al. (2011) showed that the parahippocampal place area (PPA), which processes scenes and spatial context 382 
(Bar and Aminoff, 2003), responds preferentially to HSF information. Kravitz et al. (2011) have shown that 383 
PPA represents spatial aspects of scenes. Various extrastriate regions contribute to the feedback of scene 384 
information to V1. PPA is one candidate region amongst others that may feed back high spatial frequency 385 
information of visual scenes to V1. However, exploring the extent of cortical areas contributing to the 386 
feedback signals of visual scene information as well as defining their functional role is beyond the scope of 387 
this manuscript.  388 
Oliva and Torralba (2006) argue that scene gist might be provided by global scene structure, but which 389 
might not necessarily use LSF. Walther et al. (2011) found that they could cross-classify from line drawings 390 
to coloured photographs, and vice versa. However, the coloured photographs had a full SF spectrum and 391 
therefore there was shared information between the two types of image. To address how broad feedforward 392 
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and feedback signals are in terms of spatial frequency tuning, we tested cross-classification from one SF type 393 
to another when only some or none of the SF information was shared between the two versions. We could 394 
cross-classify from one SF to the other, in both feedforward and feedback conditions even when there was 395 
no overlap in terms of the spatial frequency spectrum between the LSF and HSF version (for example, in the 396 
Gap condition), suggesting brain activity patterns were similar for the LSF and HSF version, commensurate 397 
with a broad tuning. Training on LSF and testing on HSF worked better than vice versa as cross-classification 398 
was successful for all Overlap groups. Training on HSF and testing on LSF, on the other hand, was only 399 
successful for the Large Overlap group. This means that although a large overlap is not necessary for 400 
generalization, the direction of cross-classification is important. Training the classifier on a coarse signal and 401 
classifying a more fine-grained signal is easier than vice versa. 402 
Both HSF and LSF surrounds elicited meaningful feedback and since it was similar for the two versions of the 403 
scene, one hypothesis is that the surround elicits feedback containing the same general template (in some SF 404 
band) for the particular image, regardless of the SF it is presented in. Since we find that both HSF and LSF 405 
image surrounds could induce meaningful information in the occluded region, we can at least say that 406 
feedback transmits information about fine-grained and coarse image features, even if we cannot say how 407 
fine-grained or coarse this transmitted information is. However, we would argue that feedback for the HSF 408 
and LSF scene is not identical as we could also decode between HSF and LSF in the occluded region and 409 
generalise this decoding to another scene. This suggests that the tuning of feedback does depend at least 410 
somewhat on the surround of the scene; presumably mostly but maybe not exclusively HSF for HSF 411 
surround and similarly LSF for LSF surround. 412 
We have demonstrated that on the one hand feedback signals share a similarity between the LSF and HSF 413 
scenes even when there is little shared information in terms of the spatial frequency of the scene surround. 414 
On the other hand, the HSF and LSF surrounds elicited informative feedback signals equally well, and we 415 
could also decode between HSF and LSF versions of the same scene. This suggests that feedback may contain 416 
coarse information about the scene, but nevertheless retain some fine-grained properties. This is in line with 417 
previous work (Morgan et al., 2016) that showed that feedback contains information about both the 418 
category of a scene (such as a forest, corresponding to coarse structure) as well as about individual scenes 419 
within a category (fine-grained structure of a particular example of a forest scene). However, we should 420 
clarify that we do not infer a double dissociation about LSF and HSF in relation to category and exemplar. 421 
HSFs also likely contain information diagnostic of category. Rather than this double dissociation, we suggest 422 
that a visual feature diagnostic of (either perceptual or semantic) category could be contained in either LSF 423 
or HSF, and this might depend on the task, the length of exposure to the image and the individual category, 424 
among other things (Schyns and Oliva, 1997; Schyns and Oliva, 1994). It is possible that LSF is used mainly 425 
for category (e.g. cityscapes typically contain vertical lines of buildings which might be captured by LSF), but 426 
that HSF is better suited for discriminating individual exemplars (e.g. to distinguish New York from Paris). 427 
One possible limitation is that we also saw SF generalisation for the feedforward conditions. Even when 428 
there was no shared SF information in the HSF and LSF version, we could cross-classify from HSF to LSF, and 429 
vice versa. This suggests that our SF cut-offs were not wide enough to lead to completely separate brain 430 
activity patterns in the feedforward regions. Since feedback signals are likely to be even coarser than 431 
feedforward signals (Muckli et al., 2015), it is unsurprising we could generalise across SF in feedback 432 
conditions as well. As noted before, feedforward conditions had bottom-up stimulation which still includes 433 
some feedback. Therefore, a generalization in the feedforward conditions could be attributed in part to the 434 
feedback. With a wider Gap condition, we might be able to better probe how broad feedback signals are in 435 
comparison to feedforward. It may be that a gap of around two octaves or more is needed to avoid an 436 
overlap in neural signals (Sowden and Schyns, 2006). Alternatively, this generalisation could be possible 437 
because there is a relationship between where the object boundaries are in the different SF bands. A blurry 438 
or a sharp edge is still the same edge, and hence the brain activity pattern is similar, if the scene 439 
representation in the visual system is related to figure-ground segregation and object identification. 440 
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4.2 Feedback signals do not correspond to a direct filling-in of the missing feedforward information 441 
We saw that feedback is meaningful for both HSF and LSF scenes. However, how do the activity patterns in 442 
the occluded region compare to those in the corresponding feedforward region of the scene? Are feedback 443 
signals in the HSF and LSF scenes similar to the corresponding feedforward signals? To answer this question 444 
we trained the classifier on feedback conditions and tested whether it can use the same information to 445 
decode the stimuli in the feedforward conditions. We did not find a similarity between feedback and 446 
feedforward signals, suggesting that feedback signals do not represent a direct filling-in of the feedforward 447 
information. This is in contrast to the findings of Smith and Muckli (2010). However, they used a full scene as 448 
the feedforward condition, whereas in the present study we used a feedforward quadrant with no surround. 449 
We have previously demonstrated (unpublished observations, Revina et al., 2016) that this feedback and 450 
feedforward similarity depends on the amount of surrounding scene information. This is because removing 451 
the scene surround outside the feedforward quadrant removes the contextual surrounding feedback, which 452 
drives this similarity effect. This finding might be surprising if we consider that feedback has been 453 
implicated in transmitting predictions and expectations about the scene (e.g. Bastos et al., 2012; Clark, 2013; 454 
Friston, 2010; Kok et al., 2012; Rao and Ballard, 1999), and we might therefore expect feedback to represent 455 
the missing feedforward information. It is possible that the missing scene information is still represented, 456 
but in a different format. For example, it may be that the information is coarser in terms of its content 457 
because of the larger visual fields in higher visual areas or less precise retinotopically (e.g. de-Wit et al., 458 
2012) or because feedback and feedforward signals project to different cortical layers (Muckli et al., 2015; 459 
Rockland and Pandya, 1979). Muckli et al. showed using high resolution fMRI that during normal visual 460 
stimulation, feedforward information peaks in the mid-layers, while contextual feedback information peaks 461 
in the superficial layers. 462 
4.3 Low level properties 463 
One question arises about the level of information that feedback transmits. Does it code for high level 464 
information, for example the scene category, or does it have some low level information, such information 465 
about the spatial frequency band that is not specific to a particular scene category? We were able to decode 466 
HSF vs LSF on Scene 1 and generalise this to decoding HSF vs LSF on Scene 2. This similarity of the SF 467 
information between the different scenes suggests that feedback carries general information about the 468 
spatial frequency band of the surround that is unrelated to the specific structure of the scene in question. 469 
However, this finding may be explained by differences in contrast since we did not equalise the images for 470 
contrast. Kauffmann et al. (2015) showed that HSF and LSF images which were equalised for contrast 471 
activated higher-level scene-selective regions differently than images where the contrast of the HSF and LSF 472 
was not equalised. Therefore, it would be useful to further test our finding with SF filtered scenes that are 473 
better matched for contrast. 474 
4.4 Perceptual filling-in and amodal completion 475 
None of the presented stimuli triggered a perceptual filling-in, in other words, the subjects perceived the 476 
missing quadrant as a white rectangle. The occlusion paradigm is therefore different to paradigms using 477 
Kanizsa figures (e.g. Kok et al., 2016) or neon colour spreading where the non-stimulated region is 478 
perceptually filled-in. Our paradigm relates to amodal completion where the subjects do not directly 479 
perceive, but rather infer a presence of the continued stimulus behind the occluder, from knowledge about 480 
natural objects and scenes. Filling-in (modal completion) and inference (amodal completion) may have 481 
different neuronal processes, discussed, for example, in Lawrence et al. (2017). 482 
4.5 Conclusion 483 
Using pattern analysis techniques we probed the information content of cortical feedback signals, and show 484 
that they contain both high and low spatial frequency information about the surrounding scene. Further to 485 
behavioural studies demonstrating that both HSF and LSF information can be used for scene processing 486 
depending on which spatial scale is informative, we show on a neural level that both HSF and LSF scene 487 
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surrounds can contribute to top-down contextual feedback. In addition, we demonstrate that although we 488 
can decode between HSF and LSF feedback, there are also similarities in feedback for the two versions of the 489 
scene, suggesting its tuning is quite broad. Finally, we find that feedback information is not a direct filling-in 490 
of the missing feedforward input. 491 
 492 
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 496 
Figure legends 497 
Main text 498 
Figure 1 499 
Width: 190 mm – 2 columns 500 
Caption Title: 501 
Example stimuli, shown here for the Small Overlap and Large Overlap pairs. 502 
Caption text: 503 
In feedback conditions the lower right image quadrant was occluded with a white rectangle, while in feedforward conditions only the corresponding 504 
quadrant was visible. A) Each scene was filtered to produce a high spatial frequency (HSF) or a low spatial frequency (LSF) version. The example images 505 
represent the Small Overlap condition (HSF scene filtered at 0.81 cpd and LSF scene filtered at 1.62 cpd, top section, car and people scenes) and Large 506 
Overlap condition (HSF scene filtered at 0.97 cpd and LSF scene filtered at 2.43 cpd, bottom section, New York and concert scenes). B) Checkerboards were 507 
used to retinotopically map the occluded region in V1: Target (left), Near Surround (middle) and Inside Border (right). C) The contrast map shows the 508 
retinotopic representation of the occluded quadrant (Target–Near Surround) in the occipital cortex, with V1 shaded in green on the inflated visualization. D) 509 
Graphic representation of the ranges of spatial frequencies contained in each Overlap group. See also Table 1. E) Diagrammatic representation of the 510 
receptive fields in the occluded region and the origin of feedback and feedforward signals. Feedforward signals (black arrows) from V1 neurons (red) reach 511 
higher visual areas with larger receptive fields (blue). Feedback signals (green arrows) send information back to V1, thus being able to inform V1 neurons in 512 
the occluded region about information in the stimulated surround. The example V1 cells have uniform white space as feedforward information; however 513 
cells in higher areas (e.g. V4), which also receive information from the non-occluded part of the image, can feed back contextual information to these V1 514 
cells. 515 
 516 
Figure 2 517 
Width: 140 mm – 1.5 columns 518 
Caption Title: 519 
Classification performance for decoding the two scenes in HSF and LSF conditions, for feedback and feedforward stimuli. 520 
Caption text: 521 
Chance level is 50%. Lines represent 95% confidence intervals around the bootstrapped mean (1000 bootstrap samples of individual subjects’ 522 
performances). Classifier performance is significantly above chance at α = 0.05 (not corrected for multiple comparisons) if the confidence intervals do not 523 
intersect with the chance line. The small red circles represent individual subjects’ results. A) Classifier performance for HSF and LSF conditions, collapsed 524 
over different SF cut-offs. N = 29. Images are example stimuli used for a subset of subjects. B) Classifier performance split by different SF cut-offs for 525 
feedback conditions. C) Classifier performance split by different SF cut-offs for feedforward conditions. 526 
 527 
Figure 3 528 
Width: 190 mm – 2 columns 529 
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Caption Title: 530 
Cross-classification performance for training to decode the two scenes in one SF and testing in the other, for different Overlap groups. 531 
Caption text: 532 
Chance level is 50%. Lines represent 95% confidence intervals around the bootstrapped mean. Classifier performance is significantly above chance at α = 533 
0.05 (not corrected for multiple comparisons) if the confidence intervals do not intersect with the chance line. The small red circles represent individual 534 
subjects’ results. Gap: n = 4; No Overlap, n = 6; Small Overlap, n = 10; Large Overlap, n = 9. Images are example stimuli used for a subset of subjects. A) 535 
Classifier performance for training on HSF and testing on LSF. B) Classifier performance for training on LSF and testing on HSF.  536 
 537 
Figure 4 538 
Width: 190 mm – 2 columns 539 
Caption Title: 540 
Cross-classification performance for training to decode HSF vs LSF in Scene 1 and testing in Scene 2 (and vice versa), for feedback and feedforward 541 
conditions. 542 
Caption text: 543 
Chance level is 50%. Lines represent 95% confidence intervals around the bootstrapped mean. Classifier performance is significantly above chance at α = 544 
0.05 (not corrected for multiple comparisons) if the confidence intervals do not intersect with the chance line. The small red circles represent individual 545 
subjects’ results. N = 29. Images are example stimuli used for a subset of subjects. 546 
 547 
Figure 5 548 
Width: 190 mm – 2 columns 549 
Caption Title: 550 
Cross-classification performance for training on feedback and testing on feedforward conditions (and vice versa). 551 
Caption text: 552 
Chance level is 50%. Lines represent 95% confidence intervals around the bootstrapped mean. Classifier performance is significantly above chance at α = 553 
0.05 (not corrected for multiple comparisons) if the confidence intervals do not intersect with the chance line. The small red circles represent individual 554 
subjects’ results. N = 29. Images are example stimuli used for a subset of subjects. A) Classifier performance for decoding Scene 1 vs Scene 2 in HSF and LSF 555 
conditions. B) Classifier performance for decoding HSF vs LSF in Scene 1 and Scene 2. 556 
 557 
Supplementary 558 
Figure S1 559 
Caption title: 560 
Log-amplitude spectra of each of the stimuli.  561 
Caption text: 562 
The logarithm of amplitude across spatial frequencies for each stimulus is shown underneath the stimulus image. The same colour scale was used across all 563 
of the plots. 564 
 565 
Figure S2 566 
Caption title: 567 
Classification performance for decoding the two scenes in HSF and LSF conditions, for feedback and feedforward stimuli for the average block analysis.  568 
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Caption text:  569 
Chance level is 50%. Lines represent 95% confidence intervals around the bootstrapped mean (1000 bootstrap samples of individual subjects’ 570 
performances). Classifier performance is significantly above chance at α = 0.05 (not corrected for multiple comparisons) if the confidence intervals do not 571 
intersect with the chance line. The small red circles represent individual subjects’ results. A) Classifier performance for HSF and LSF conditions, collapsed 572 
over different SF cut-offs. N = 29. Images are example stimuli used for a subset of subjects. 573 
 574 
Figure S3 575 
Caption title: 576 
Cross-classification performance for training to decode the two scenes in one SF and testing in the other, for different Overlap groups, for the average 577 
block analysis.  578 
Caption text: 579 
Chance level is 50%. Lines represent 95% confidence intervals around the bootstrapped mean. Classifier performance is significantly above chance at α = 580 
0.05 (not corrected for multiple comparisons) if the confidence intervals do not intersect with the chance line. The small red circles represent individual 581 
subjects’ results. Gap: n = 4; No Overlap, n = 6; Small Overlap, n = 10; Large Overlap, n = 9. Images are example stimuli used for a subset of subjects. A) 582 
Classifier performance for training on HSF and testing on LSF. B) Classifier performance for training on LSF and testing on HSF. 583 
 584 
Figure S4 585 
Caption title: 586 
Cross-classification performance for training to decode HSF vs LSF in Scene 1 and testing in Scene 2 (and vice versa), for feedback and feedforward 587 
conditions, for the average block analysis. 588 
Caption text: 589 
Chance level is 50%. Lines represent 95% confidence intervals around the bootstrapped mean. Classifier performance is significantly above chance at α = 590 
0.05 (not corrected for multiple comparisons) if the confidence intervals do not intersect with the chance line. The small red circles represent individual 591 
subjects’ results. N = 29. Images are example stimuli used for a subset of subjects. 592 
 593 
Figure S5 594 
Caption title: 595 
Cross-classification performance for training on feedback and testing on feedforward conditions (and vice versa), for the average block analysis.  596 
Caption text:  597 
Chance level is 50%. Lines represent 95% confidence intervals around the bootstrapped mean. Classifier performance is significantly above chance at α = 598 
0.05 (not corrected for multiple comparisons) if the confidence intervals do not intersect with the chance line. The small red circles represent individual 599 
subjects’ results. N = 29. Images are example stimuli used for a subset of subjects. A) Classifier performance for decoding Scene 1 vs Scene 2 in HSF and LSF 600 
conditions. B) Classifier performance for decoding HSF vs LSF in Scene 1 and Scene 2. 601 
 602 
 603 
Figure S6 604 
Caption title: 605 
Classification performance for decoding the two scenes in HSF and LSF conditions, for feedback and feedforward stimuli, split by the different scene pairs. 606 
Caption text: 607 
Chance level is 50%. Lines represent 95% confidence intervals around the bootstrapped mean (1000 bootstrap samples of individual subjects’ 608 
performances). Classifier performance is significantly above chance at α = 0.05 (not corrected for multiple comparisons) if the confidence intervals do not 609 
intersect with the chance line. Uniform colour – classifier performance for Concert and New York scenes; striped colour – classifier performance for Car and 610 
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People scenes. The small red circles represent individual subjects’ results. A) Classifier performance for HSF and LSF conditions, collapsed over different SF 611 
cut-offs. N = 29. 612 
 613 
Figure S7 614 
Caption title: 615 
Classification performance for decoding the two scenes in HSF and LSF conditions, for feedback and feedforward stimuli, using both surround 616 
checkerboards to define the ROI. 617 
Caption text: 618 
Chance level is 50%. Lines represent 95% confidence intervals around the bootstrapped mean (1000 bootstrap samples of individual subjects’ 619 
performances). Classifier performance is significantly above chance at α = 0.05 (not corrected for multiple comparisons) if the confidence intervals do not 620 
intersect with the chance line. Dark hues – classifier tested on single trials; light hues – classifier tested on blocks of conditions averaged over the same type. 621 
The small red circles represent individual subjects’ results. A) Classifier performance for HSF and LSF conditions, collapsed over different SF cut-offs. N = 27. 622 
Images are example stimuli used for a subset of subjects. 623 
  624 
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